
Typical Project Goals

Strategic 
Sourcing Solutions
Trusted by Private Equity Since 2002

Our Focus Why Forsyth Advisors

We transform portfolio company supply chains into an engine for profitable 
growth with measurable, lasting improvements in quality, delivery, cost, and cash. 
Our proven process is driven by real-time facts (not intuition and tradition), 
and delivers results across all industries with strategic external spend—without 
relying on category expertise, RFPs, or pre-existing relationships with suppliers.
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Process Success Highlights

• Typically $2M+ savings for middle market 
companies and $500k+ savings for 
lower-middle market companies

• Usually 5x to 15x ROI on initial phases of work
• Often less than 50 hours of client time
  

Transformative Project Examples:

• Alternate suppliers with significant savings 
(15% to 40%+)

• Negotiations with incumbents for immediate 
savings and improved payment terms

• Near-shore/re-shore/off-shore sourcing
• Organizational improvements to add metrics/KPIs, 

align sales/bidding process with procurement, 
and/or prepare for growth

“I am very happy with how my team and Forsyth are 

working together and making progress. I like  the structure 

of our narrowly-scoped  projects… we are moving quickly 

through a roster of opportunities and converting a number of 

“$100k” EBITDA projects and implementing processes and 

metrics to ensure sustainability.”

Todd B, CFO



Forsyth Impact 
Framework

We utilize a systematic but flexible approach to drive immediate results, build 
on our successes together, and optimize portfolio companies for big picture 
pre-exit states. Our fractional, functional teams collaborate with front lines 
and can scale up or down at a moment’s notice.

Supply Chain Focus, Broad Expertise
Representative Engagements

Niche Manufacturing Value-Added Distribution Food / Beverage / Nutra Consumer Products

Transform your 
sourcing approach; 
transform your results.

Connect with Forsyth Advisors today to accelerate 
your companies’ success and take the next step 
toward sustainable value creation for your portfolio.

(314) 375-5796  |  info@forsythadvisors.com

Representative Ownership Groups

Value Creation

Capture value quickly, address urgent 

supply issues, and develop larger initiatives.

Financial Improvements - Cost savings to 

improve EBITDA & Cash

Issue Resolution - Shortages/allocations 

& Price increases

Revenue Support - New products 

& Customer pricing

Integral Partners

Facilitate profitable growth 

for comprehensive enterprise 

value creation. 

Exit Planning 

Acquisition Support 

Long-Term Strategic Planning 

Cross-Portfolio strategies & metrics

Strategic Growth

Align your internal and external 

supply chain organization to drive your 

company goals. 

Internal - Supporting & improving your 

internal organization for effective supply 

chain management and profitable growth.

External - Establishing and executing 

contingencies to proactively adapt to an 

ever-changing world.
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